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Seasonal Shenanigans 

•The Southern Poverty Law Center is worked up over what it calls “culturally insensitive and racially 
offensive masks” available in stores this year. 

Members of the Latino community are offended by the "Vato Loco" mask, for example, which features a 
bandana-clad, tattooed, brown-skinned caricature of a gang member. 

Vate Loco now joins the infamous "Kung Fool" costume (a buck-toothed, slant-eyed mask) that raised 
the ire of Asians last week, and a mental patient costume that drew guffaws from the National Alliance 
for the Mentally Ill last year. 

•In San Antonio, the operator of a haunted house had to change the name of his attraction from "The 
Mental Ward Haunted House" to "The Fear Factory" after advocates for the mentally ill called the name 
offensive and stigmatizing, reports the San Antonio Express News. 

The operator of the haunted house, Mike Grover, said he didn't mean to hurt anybody. 

"(The Mental Ward) was just a theme. It was by no stretch of the imagination meant to offend anyone," 
he said. "We did the theme out of ignorance, I suppose, without actually thinking the whole thing 
through." 

•A fraternity at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville was suspended after five of its members had the 
nerve to dress up as The Jackson Five for a Halloween party, reports the Knoxville News Sentinel. 

The national office of Kappa Sigma suspended its UT chapter, meaning it will not be able to participate 
in activities such as Homecoming. 

Black students apparently complained to campus officials after a group of the fraternity members 
allegedly walked from their house to a party nearby dressed as the pop group. 

More diversity training is the university’s response. And not just for members of the fraternity. 

A university official said the leaders and members of Kappa Sigma will be required “to demonstrate a 
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commitment to uphold our expectations for civility, ethnic diversity and racial harmony" and that more 
sessions on race and diversity will be added to the summer orientation program for new students. 

•Finally, at the University of Wisconsin in Madison, members of that school’s Multicultural Student 
Coalition said they would spend Halloween running around campus with video recorders capturing 
images of costumes that they deem offensive, reports the Daily Cardinal. 

Members of the group said they would approach students dressed in ethnic costumes and ask them a 
series of questions regarding what their costume is and what about it is offensive. 

Senior Carl Camacho, a member of the executive team for the Multicultural Student Coalition, said it’s 
offensive when people portray an ethnicity in an incorrect way. 

"Students need to be aware, you can't disconnect yourself from someone writing 'nigger' on the wall of 
Witte when you go out on Halloween as a Native American. These two acts are very similar whether 
people are willing to recognize that or not," said Jennifer Epps, diversity chair of Associated Students of 
Madison. 

Disney Insensitivity 

The Orlando Sentinel is shocked to discover that, even as a sniper crippled the nation’s capital, Disney 
World continued to sell toy guns and operate shooting galleries in some corners of its Florida theme park. 

The newspaper’s reporter found wooden muskets and antique-style pistols in Frontierland and the Pirates 
of the Caribbean store. He also found a shooting gallery and toy rifles protecting the wooden fort on Tom 
Sawyer's Island. 

Then the reporter went out and found someone to get outraged. Les Wright, a tourist from England, 
accommodated him: "Disney prides itself in supporting traditional family values. It should set a better 
example," he said. 

A Disney World spokeswoman said the park prefers to let its customers make their own decisions about 
such things. 

"The toys we have available for our guests are designed as props and for make-believe play," said 
Jacquee Polak. "Believing that parents know their children best, we have always respected our guests' 
ability to choose what is an appropriate toy for their children." 

A Loss for Words 

Black activists in Philadelphia are upset because the plaque planned for the entrance to the new Liberty 
Bell Center, built on the spot where George Washington housed slaves more than 200 years ago, is not 
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sufficiently contrite, reports the Philadelphia Inquirer. 

They say the language planned for the plaque is inaccurate and misleading. At issue are the use of the 
word “servants” and the park service’s inclination not to use the word “slave quarters” because no part of 
the house was used exclusively by slaves. 

Edward Lawler Jr., an independent authority on the house, was aghast at the implications of those 
statements. 

"Do you believe there were no slave quarters?" he said. "It's almost absurd to think that." 

Charles L. Blockson, curator of the Charles L. Blockson Afro-American Collection at Temple 
University, also chimed in: "They don't identify [slave] quarters?" he told a reporter who prompted him. 
"It's absurd. It's nauseous." 

Opinions Matter 

A student newspaper columnist who blamed a recent mob attack by kids on the culture of poverty of the 
inner city was forced to apologize after a barrage of criticism and charges that he is racist, reports the 
Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel. 

Columnist Dan Hubert of the Observer linked the Sept. 29 beating death of Charlie Young Jr. by a group 
of young African-Americans to black Milwaukeeans living on welfare, having children out of wedlock 
and even dressing in certain types of clothing. 

The column was immediately denounced as hate speech, and the University of Wisconsin-Waukesha 
convened a forum at which Hubert was attacked. Hubert apologized, but said his commentary was 
intended to speak out on behalf of the beating victim. 

"If you want to be mad at someone, don't be mad at me," Hubert said. "Be mad at the monsters who beat 
Charlie Young's brains out. I'm not sorry for standing up for Charlie Young. And I'm not sorry for 
standing up for what I believe in." 

At the forum, Natalie Vance, a black student and mother, recounted how past generations of African-
Americans endured legalized slavery in the United States. Why that was relevant she did not explain. 

Hero of the Week 

A postmaster in Cut and Shoot, Texas said a patriotic poster hanging in the post office there featuring the 
words In God we Trust will come down only over her dead body, reports the Houston Chronicle. 
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The donated 16-by-20-inch poster, matted and secured in a gold frame, displays the offending words in 
large white letters over the American flag colors. The Post Office wants it down because it does not fit 
within the department’s guidelines, a spokesman says. 

But Cut and Shoot (pop. 486) postmistress Ida Miera wants the poster to stay. 

"I am not taking this down," she said. "I don't know why in the world somebody would not want it. This 
is what our boys have always fought for -- God and country. It would be plumb stupid to remove it." 

From the Editors: Consider yourselves lucky. The Foxnews.com edition of Tongue Tied will be on hiatus 
indefinitely. For the foreseeable future, this email edition will be your only source of amusement over the 
antics of the politically correct crowd. Pass it around. Cheers, scottn. 
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